DETERRANTS:
Is your dog getting into something their not suppose to be in. Raiding the garbage, jumping up on counters, up on the furniture uninvited, barking at people walking by your house., chewing on electrical cords, putting their mouth on humans, chewing your shoes or gnawing on furniture legs.
With the use of Noise or Taste avoidance - deterrents.  Your dog will soon learn that barking uncontrollably or gnawing on chair legs is a very undesirable behavior. The importance of timing is essential in all noise deterrents. In order for your dog to make the proper association of their own behavior and the loud undesired noise, the deterrent must be issued the exact moment the undesired behavior is occurring. If your timing is even 1 second off- your dog won't make the important association.
Noise Deterrents. In order to properly portray to your dog that his behavior is "bad" - beginning with the highest level of deterrent is very important. You must get your point across "loud and clear". You are teaching your dog that "AHHH - my barking at people going by is horrific - I will never do it again!!!". This type of deterrent should only need to be issued a few times in order to make the message clear. If your dog is continually performing the "bad" behavior - the deterrent was not strong enough - do not use that particular one again. You must use something stronger. If the deterrent was not potent enough, you dog will just think "WHAT - what was that??? " It will be enough to break his concentration - but was not strong enough to make him think that he would never do that terrible, horrifying, "bad" thing again. Secondly, your dog must think that his own behavior has caused this undesirable noise. If he sees that you are the one in control of the deterrent - he will just wait until you are not present. Be out of sight.
Examples of Strong Deterrents: Shake can (soda can with 20 pennies inside - sealed with tape on top), Pots and Pans crashing together, blown horn, 10 pop cans strung together with string, with a tasty treat tied to the end (this one is good to set on the counter for your dog to discover his own consequences - the noise deterrent will actually follow him), bike horn etc. Use your imagination.
Taste Deterrents. Is your dog chewing your rugs, corners of walls, coffee table, leash, hands, shoes etc. Simply use a deterrent and let your dog discover it on their own. You are trying to teach your dog that table legs are "AWFUL".
Taste Deterrents: Bitter Apple (sold in pet stores ) or small dabs of deodorant (the drying agent will detour any dog - or person), tobasco sauce etc.

